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To ...The Director Of Energy Assessment

The Department of Industry and Environment

Locked Bag 5022
Parramatta

6.12,20
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PROJECT Hills of Gold Wind Farm
Application SSD 9679
EPBC id number 2019/8535
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Tamworth regional
Liverpool Plains Shire
Upper Hunter Shire
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I will see these turbines from my property ..WHICH WAS NOT ASSESSED FOR VISUAL

IMPACT..
And will be impacted by traffic through the small heritage village of Nundle

I wish to remain anonymous please ...if this submission goes on display.

I OBJECT STRONGLY TO THIS WIND FARM..

This is my objection to an Industrial wind facility at Hanging Rock NSW .

This objection is about the visual effect of this proposed wind facility.

Starting at the beginning....

As soon as this proposal was announced the once coherent village split in two .Both sides of the

argument... for and against this proposal being at loggerheads.

The visual pollution began with a well meaning villager painting pro wind farm slogans on

dozens of trees and on local roads.Tamworth Council has since cleaned this up.

Next came the placards and signage ..Many dwellings in the villages of Nundle and Hanging

Rock display large corflute signs either for or against ..

This has not improved over the last two and a half years.

So now the time has come to officially declare the reasons for not wanting these ancient and

magnificent hills permanently polluted and scarred by the enormous turbines..

There are beautiful trees and animals that will be destroyed to enable this facility to proceed.

Engie and wind energy partners tell us they will mitigate the flora and fauna..

They tell us to plant a few shrubs so we don't see the offending turbines.

The blades would be visible for many many kilometres and the once iconic breathtaking drive

into Nundle forever tainted.

The night sky line forever polluted with the flashing aviation lights.

The flora and fauna forever lost..

Even the historic peaceful Nundle cemetery will be peaceful no more .

The cemetery faces the Ridge line.

How can this disruption and acrimony be beneficial to a beautiful thriving rural historic hamlet?
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Surely there are better places with much less beauty and with far less access problems to
build a wind farm?

This is being built on a highly visible ridgeline....Seen from many many kilometres around the
area glinting blades by day .Aviation lights by night..

I hope you consider not approving this proposal.
Please do not proceed with this travesty.

Yours sincerely

I




